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Proposed Research

Answer the EPSRC call on “Carbon capture and storage for natural gas power stations” by forming a 
close partnership between Cranfield University, the University of Southampton, and E.ON

• Electricity generation represents 
approximately a third of the UK’s total CO2

emissions. 

• The reduction of CO2 emissions arising from 
power generation will play an essential part to 
meet the UK’s ambitious target of reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2050

• The proposed research has a strong focus on 
industrial needs by integrating with the 
industrial partner’s existing activities for 
developing CCS technologies suitable for 
commercial gas power plants. 

• One of the priorities is to develop CCS 
technologies suitable for natural gas power 
stations, because such power plants are 
increasingly used worldwide. 

• E.ON UK is generating around 10% of the UK's 
electricity and the majority of its 9 power 
stations are gas powered. 

• E.ON Group is committed to reducing its CO2

emission by 50% by 2030 (1990 baseline) and 
has setup a dedicated CCS unit to address the 
technical challenges. 

E.ON's Staudinger coal-fired power plant, in Grosskrotzenburg, Germany.



Proposed Research

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) involves separating the CO2 from emissions so it can be 
transported and stored away from the atmosphere

• E.ON will provide experimental data for
validation.

• The EPSRC project will allow us to build a full
test rig to validate the results and also have
post-doc researchers to join our team to work
with EON for more advanced modelling and
large scale simulation.

• Activities at Southampton and Cranfield will mainly
involve CFD simulations, with the development of
code and models.

• Small-scale experiments will be performed to
validate CFD simulations.

• These will involve counter-current gas-liquid flow
within packing sections.

• The most commercially viable approach to be fitted in natural gas power plants is the post-
combustion capture which absorbs CO2 from the flue gas using a chemical reaction - also known 
as scrubbing.

• E.ON has been actively pursuing this area and will be the focus of this research.

This research specifically targets natural gas power plants, which have a lower concentration of CO2,

approx. 4% compared to 13% from coal-fired plants. Therefore, it is harder to extract, representing 
the most challenging case for CCS.
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Structured Packing

a) Channel scale
b) Close view
c) Details of wall texture

• Corrugated metal sheets

• Structures at various 
scales

• Large wetted area

• Large liquid-gas 
interfacial area

• Faster reaction

Raynal & Royon-Lebeaud (2007) 



Challenges

CFD modelling of CCS is very challenging – research is needed to develop models

To date, no accurate CFD modelling of the whole reactor has been achieved, mainly due to the following
inherent difficulties:

• Multi-scale problems:

o Micro-scale (liquid flow along packing walls requires microscopic analysis, due to surface texture)
o Meso-scale (gas-flow dynamics between packing sheets)
o Macro-scale (Full-scale reactor modelling )

Resolving all three scales using a single mesh, even for a lab-scale reactor, is very challenging

• Multi-phase modelling is required to capture the flow behaviours between the gases and the solvent. This
introduces problems with tracking the interface.

• Current multi-phase models do not account for absorption and reactions across an interface. Models
need to be developed to incorporate this essential element of CCS simulations



At the micro-scale

Improve liquid distribution
over plates of different
designs and flow controls

αi

Realistic plate distributions
need to consider the angles
of the channel walls

Volume of Fluid method (VOF) can track the surface of the liquid to determine the surface
areas achieved for the different flow control measures.



Some results so far

The VOF model was used to determine the effect of surface texture on wetted area within packed 
columns

• At the micro-scale flow can be approximated by gravity-driven flow down
an inclined plane.

• Laminar, two-phase, isothermal simulations were performed
• Mass transfer and reactions were ignored in the present results to reduce
the complexity of the simulations.



Some results so far

A significant increase in the wetted area was observed with the use of the textured plate 

Interfacial Height  Rel = 134.44 Ɵ = 60
o (left: Smooth plate, 

right: Textured plate)
Interfacial Velocity Rel = 179.26 Ɵ = 60

o (left: Smooth plate, 
right: Textured plate)

• Larger wetted areas should increase heat and
mass transfer within structured packing

• However, further investigations are required to
ensure that other effects do not negate
improvements caused by the increased surface
area



Some results so far
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At the meso-scale

• Determine influences that affect pressure drop

• Different considerations include (Fig: a,b):

• channel openings (αo),
• channel heights (hc) and
• inclination angles from the horizontal (αi)

• Pressure drop information can be obtained:

• between the large arrays of packing
sheets (Fig: c) and

• in smaller periodic Representative
Elementary Units (REUs) (Fig: d)

• Frictional pressure is the leading contributor to
total pressure drop but other regions such as
“elbows” and wall presence must be considered
too.



Some results so far

A periodic model was used to determine the pressure drop within a range of channel geometries and 
inclination angles from the horizontal.

Velocity vectors through the centre of the element inclination angle for a) 60o, b) 50o, c) 45o and d) 40o

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) helps to determine information about:

•Flow distributions
•Flow velocities
•Pressure drops



Some results so far

Total pressure drop comprises of the loss of pressure due to friction as well as directional change

Pressure drop within REUs represent frictional. Adding a
published correlation for loss due to directional change to the
simulated data gives a good comparison with the
experimental data.

A correlation is needed that predicts the frictional loss according to factors such as channel height,
channel opening angle and inclination angle.



Some results so far

Genetic algorithms determine correlations that can predict the pressure drop based on different 
channel geometries and inclination angles from the horizontal.

Frictional loss coefficient correlation is based on the Ergun-like correlation where pressure losses due to 
both laminar and turbulent flows are considered:

Reynolds number is based on channel height and effective gas velocity, which relates the superficial gas
velocity to the structured packing porosity and inclination angle:

Genetic algorithm was run using the extensive geometry including different channel heights, opening 
angles information and inclination angles to determine the coefficients for the constants, C1 and C2.



Some results so far

Maximum error between correlated data and simulated data from this work and the literature was 
12.5%, better than any previous attempts at 18-20%



Some results so far

Correlation predicts the data well for a) inclination angles, b-d) channel heights and opening angles



Some results so far

Surface plots suggest optimal geometries with minimised pressure drops



Some results so far

Simulation of the optimal geometry is then carried out and agrees well with the simulated data

(N.B. Geometry was not previously simulated so the data was not used in original data set)



Next step

• Incorporate mass exchange between the gas and liquid in a wetted wall
column

• Continue CFD simulations and optimisation techniques at the micro-scale
to improve surface area of liquid

• Consider mass exchange on different micro-scale plates
• Inclusion of reaction kinetics in order to simulate chemically enhanced
absorption

• Carry out meso-scale simulations with the presence of flow control to
improve gas circulation between the sheets

• Porous media models at macro-scale simulation
• Look into alternative models which reduce the complexity of the
simulations, whilst maintaining accuracy

• Build test rig for absorption and desorption processes
• Modelling and optimization of pilot plants



Thank you

Questions?


